
Learn React

Writing Our First React Code
React Applications require two libraries to work:
·	React Production - Parses the JS code
·	React DOM - Renders the JS as a component to the DOM
React also requires the JavaScipt pre-processor Babel (other examples of preprocesors are TypeScript and ES6)
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Add the function which will return the HTML to the DOM
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1. change class to className as class is a reserved JS word

2a. ReactDOM.render is the function to render the Person function to the DOM
2b. The first argument is the declared component function. It is passed as a tag element.
2c. The last argument is the query selector. This will be the target element the component is rendered to in the DOM.
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1. Pass in the argument props in order to access any data that gets passed in.
2. Using dot notation access the name and age property with single curly brances.
3. Store an object in a variable which has attributes to access name and age
4. Pass the app variable to the render function in order to render the person details to the DOM.

Understanding Let and Const
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Let: Standard variables which have values that can change.
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Const: Variables with values that always stay the same.

name variable declaired with let...
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name variable declaired with const...
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Arrow Functions

Normal JavaScript Function...
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Arrow JavaScript Function...
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1. The paranthesis work the same as the normal function and must always be there even if a value is not added.

Shorthand version...
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Exports and Imports

Default import/export method...
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Named import/export method...
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1. This is called a named import. Used to explicitly target the person const. Declaired in js1.html

Understanding Classes
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1. Declare a class that stores objects below.
2. Use the constructor to declaire all values
3. After adding the class as a constant, use dot notation to access each object.
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1. You can extend the personAge class through the personDetails class. 
2. You are still able to access classes in personAge because personDetails is just an extention of this class.

Applying Next Gen JavaScript
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1. Change to the next gen ES7
2. In ES7 you no longer need to add the constructor method. You can just declaire your properties at the top of your class.
3. Change standard methods to arrow function syntax in order to use the this keyword correctly.

The Spread Operator
The spread operator allows you to add all values from an array or object into one flat group...

Here is the standard method...
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1. Add an array called other with two values.
2. Add all values to an array called all.


The result of doing this would be this...
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1. Adding ... will spread this into one array
The result of doing this would be this...
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Here is the same concept used for an object..
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Here is the same result with the spread operator...
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Destructuring
Allows you to declaire variables from array/object values.
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1. Add a constant containing an array.
2. Declaire a named group of values for the numbers array.
3. Logs 3 to the console after the value name num3 was declaired as position 3 in the array.

Reference and Primative Types

The example below will change the original value making it a Primative Type...
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1. Declaire an object with a named property
2. Add a new object which equals that of the previous object
3. Change the value for the SECOND object.
4. Notice from logging the original object to the console, the value here has also changed.

The example below will keep the original value making it a Reference Type...
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1. By changing the constant to contain a spread operator, the person object is now set as an independant object type.
2. The value of the original therefore stays the same.

Using Create React App

Here is the standard set up for react projects:

Install Globally: npm install -g create-react-app
Install Project: create-react-app new-project
Run Locally: npm start

Creating a Functional Component

You can create components in React that act as partials for a web page.
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1. Standard React component wording is to capitalize the first letter of each file
2. Import the React library so that the written logic is understood
3. Import any default exports from this file by targeting person.
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1. Import the person component 
2. Add the person component as a tag and it will be generated in the HTML

Working with Props
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1. You can also add attributes to component tags.
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2. You can then inject these attribute values into the component by passing through an argument with dot notation to get the properties.

Understanding the Children Property
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1. Content nested inside the component is child content.
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2. You can access this content by using the prefixed property .children


Understanding and Using State
State is ONLY available inside a class NOT a const variable.
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1. A prefix value which allows you to store values.
2. Target and access these values with single curly braces.

Handling Events with Methods
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1. This is a method written with JSX syntax.
2. Events use camel case syntax in react. This will allow the message to be shown when clicked.


Manipulating the State
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1. React will not allow data to be mutated by changing its value elsewhere. Using setState we can change the original data as this will now be merged into the old object.
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Passing Method References Between Components
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1. Add a custom attribute passing through a property if you want to access some external data inside a component.
2. We add an onClick event which will then activate showMessage method.

You can also pass and change data references on events.
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1. Pass through a reference
2. Apply that reference here
3. Add an onClick event that replaces a new value with the old one (in this case the reference)
4. this refers to the class
5. this refers to the method reference

Adding Two Way Data Binding
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1. Pass through a reference
2. Apply that reference here (in this case it will be the target value as we will be passing through an input)
3. Pass a custom attribute to the component so its value can be accessed
4. Initialize the showMessage function from inside the component
5. Two way data binding enables the target reference to be changed during execution of the onChange event

End result...
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Adding Styling with Stylesheets
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1. Import css by using this JSX syntax

Adding inline styles is possible through variables
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1. Add the styles as camel case values in object format
2. Use the style attribute to apply the inline styles

Rendering Content Conditionally
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1. Set up a boolean in the state object
2. Add a ternary conditional through braces which accesses the boolean
3. Set up null as the else conditional also using a ternary expression
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1. Creating this function will toggle the state between true and false
2. The onClick event will show/hide the content inside

Handling Dynamic Content "The JS Way"
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1. Create a null person variable by default.
2. Add a standard vanilla JS conditional
3. Add the JSX code in the person variable
4. Render this variable to the returned JSX logic. Whatever its value is will then show.






